• Support affiliates throughout the transition back to in-person conferences by assessing levels of comfort and providing resources that can aid in providing context.

• Practice consistent and timely transparent communication between the SAACURH Executive Committee and affiliates.

• Create intentional spaces for affiliates to evaluate and offer feedback regarding regional practices and resources.

• Develop sustainable social justice initiatives within the region in collaboration with the CO-LA and the Leadership and Advocacy Committee.

• Continue improvement on Regional practices regarding accessibility and inclusivity and provide continued education and resources to affiliates on best practices.

• Prioritize the mental health and well-being of members of the SAACURH Executive Committee and Regional Affiliates by promoting self-care and mental health resources.
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- To help provide financial support through grants and scholarships to those who need them.
- Make sure to have all governing documents up to date as soon as possible.
- Making sure that all items are accessible and improving regional activity.
- Bring legislation to not only SAACURH but also NACURH to ensure we are all being held accountable.
- Have conference budgets completed within a reasonable time.
- Make sure that all of the finances are up to date and share as much as possible with the board and the region.
- Have more workshops to make sure everyone is fine with parlipro and can hold their own when we are in meetings and conferences.
Develop connections with affiliates and their NRHH chapters and members on a personal level.

Collect feedback from the regions regarding NRHH policies and practices to bring to the NACURH NRHH Board of Directors.

Proactively speak up and lead conversations to find solutions that are accessible for the region and NACURH, especially regarding the OTM database and its transition of management.

Celebrate successes and steps of progress made throughout the year to continue improving NRHH and NACURH as a whole.

Assist institutions with NRHH affiliation, chapter creation/development, and revitalization.

Work with the CO-RHAD, CO-PRS, CO-LA, and CO-NBD to develop the Build-the-Bridge initiative, NRHH spirit and engagement, regional advocacy and service opportunities, and resources for bidding.

Engage the region with pre-existing and novel ways to emphasize collaboration and recognition.
• Provide RHA Presidents and representatives throughout the region with meaningful feedback, analysis, and suggestions for the betterment of their home campuses and the region as a whole.

• Efficiently utilizing meeting time for maximum utility for all and minimal burnout.

• Foster a sense of camaraderie among RHA Presidents and representatives throughout the region, making this space not only safe, but enjoyable for all.

• Further the aims of the Build the Bridge Program in conjunction with the ADNRHH.

• Encourage affiliate representatives to dive further into SAACURH and NACURH leadership while providing the resources for future success.

• Implementing/providing feedback for CORHADs and similar positions from across the country's regions.
COORDINATING OFFICER FOR NRHH & BID DEVELOPMENT

- Support regional efforts to make accessible bidding guides and resources for all institutions.

- Support the Associate Director for NRHH via committee involvement, bids, and Diamond Chat participation.

- Support regional efforts in relation to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion education.

- Review current bidding materials to ensure they are accessible, concise and up to date.

- Collaborate with COs and ADNRHHs across NACURH to brainstorm best practices and gather materials for the region.
Ensure that our members can easily access the resources needed to succeed in their roles.

Work with the SEC and Conference Teams to support the return to in-person conferences.

Create a bank of past case studies, Louie leadership packs, and other valuable resources.

Prepare philanthropy that will remain impactful and intentional over the next 3 years.

Establish yearly and long-term objectives for the Leadership and Advocacy Committee which will be impactful to the region.

Help facilitate the return to in-person conferences.
COORDINATING OFFICER FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS & SPIRIT

SAACURH Website
- Update the website to be more up to date, such as the NRHH and Resources pages.
- Give the website a new look, so it can be more accessible across desktop & mobile versions.

Social Media
- Increase social media presence overall.
- Posting weekly on topics such as Takeover Tuesdays, Wellness Wednesdays, Tips and Tricks Thursdays, SAACURH Sundays, committee highlights, and other newsletter graphics.
- Following trends on social media, but especially on TikTok & Instagram Reels to increase engagement across the region.

Spirit & Traditions
- Create new innovative ways for the region to get involved year-around not just during conference season.
- Work alongside the Regional Leadership Conference team, to get virtual spirit going, and showcase some traditions to get them excited for in-person conferences.
- Preserve Spirit and Traditions through the following:
  - Re-recording videos of cheers.
  - Educating members on these traditions in regional and NACURH spaces.
  - Reshaping some traditions for virtual settings.
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- Support the goals and vision of the SAACURH Executive Committee.

- Ensure integrity and ethics in all decision making processes for the region.

- Facilitate working groups to address the needs of Advisors serving in the region, as well as provide learning and leading opportunities through participation.

- Continue to advocate for all constituents and further discussion on policies and practices of SAACURH to be more inclusive of all institutions.

- Facilitate and coordinate professional growth opportunities advisors in our region through learning opportunities and open dialogue conversations.